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Holyoke High School Science teacher Amanda Brown
likes teaching because she loves science, teaching,

and middle schoolers. Amanda grew up in Oklahoma
City and went to college at Colorado State University,
Front Range Community College, Aims Community

College, and Metro State University in Denver.
Amanda has been teaching in public schools for over

six years and currently teaches 7th and 8th-grade
science. In college, she wanted to study outdoor

education and natural resources like fisheries biology,
forestry, and ecology. She decided to major in wildlife
biology. If she weren't a teacher she would have been
a youth pastor or outdoor educator. Besides being a

teacher at HHS, Mrs. Brown homeschools and works in
kid and youth ministry. Mrs. Brown says that her

personal life does not interfere with her teaching life
because it enriches her family life and her family loves
that she's a teacher. She is married to Mike Brown and
has two kids, Elly and Emmy. Some hobbies Amanda
likes are hiking, ecology conservation ministry, road

trips, and traveling. She has been living in Holyoke for
about three years and has been working at HHS for a

little over two years now



Social Media 

By Sadee Mosenteen

 Twitter, Facebook, Snapchat, BeReal, and Instagram are all types of social media that impact our
lives in both positive and negative ways. In my opinion social media can be a good thing because it

allows you to get the resources that you need. Along with that it also helps to keep in touch with
family and friends who do not live near you. Along with all of these good things there can also be

many bad and dangerous things about social media. For example, inappropriate behavior and
material, security concerns, and lack of interpersonal skills. I have quotes from two educated people,

both who have children as well as many relatives and college friends from different areas. Desiree
Mosenteen’s opinion is, “It enables you to have communication with anyone at any time which is a

good and bad thing. It is good because if you have friends who move away or questions on
homework you have access to resources and to keep in touch with friends and family. Social Media
can be bad because it takes away from how you interact with people face to face and it decreases
students’ ability to produce proper academic writing. Also if the right safety precautions aren’t in
place it can become really bad really fast.” From a parents perspective who has made it through

many different parts in her life this is what she believes about social media and I believe many agree
with her. Another quote from Charlie Kleve about the goods and bads of social media is, “I use social
media only to keep up with friends and family who don’t live in the immediate area.” In conclusion,

This is a few examples of how social media is both a negative and positive thing in our life.

You may be wondering why Pink Out (a day when sports teams wear pink) is always in October.
Well, October is Breast Cancer Awareness month. A month to acknowledge the fight that many
people struggle with. You would be surprised at the amount of people that get diagnosed with
breast cancer each year. According to the CDC in America alone about 264,000 women and 2,400
men get diagnosed with breast cancer every year. And about 42,000 women and 500 men die in
the United States from breast cancer each year. As you can see this is a very big deal. October helps
bring awareness to people that don't know how big of a deal it is. 
 On this topic locally, Holyoke's Melissa Memorial Hospital just held a fashion show to help the
Melissa Memorial Hospital Foundation (MMHF) Pink Out Fund for people to help afford
mammograms. Holyoke has a digital mammography machine so people do not have to leave town
to get checked for breast cancer. This is a huge step for Holyoke, and I know that many people will
or do appreciate it! 

Breast Cancer Awareness

By Lia Sprague



The only time I am willing to wake up at 5.00am is when I am going on vacation. When I go on
vacation I make sure I wash and pack my clothes the night before. After I am done doing that I make
sure I get enough sleep. At the airport you have to be quick so you don't miss your flight. The airport
is usually full of thousands of people. You have to make sure your bags are 40 pounds or lower than
40 pounds. When you get done with all of that you wait for your plane. On the plane you get to eat
food and sleep. Now let's talk about my destination, Florida. I go to visit family and travel to explore. I
like the white sand on the beach and the clear blue water. I love swimming in the deep water but
sometimes get scared of sharks. When I'm with my family we hangout, watch movies, cook, and go
out to parties or visit other families. In Miami, there is a place called Bayside that is like a mall where
you can eat, buy clothes, etc. There's also a place there where you can get on boats, see famous
people's houses, and a big ferris wheel you can ride. There's an upstairs and downstairs to Bayside.
Inside it's a mall where you can buy clothes and phone cases. Outside there's entrepreneurs that have
their own restaurants, bars, and clubs. 

Florida Vacation

By Rut Espinoza

Video Games

By Zander Gipson

 Video Games have changed drastically over the years from 128bit all the way to 4k. Many video
games are a lot of peoples childhood memories and a good part of their life. The games changed
from a big box to a handheld console.
 Video games as a whole have changed their graphics by their storage and just the diversity. Firstly,
the storage went from a few hundred megabytes, all the way to terabytes which is a long way if you
put it in perspective. There are 1000 gigabytes in one terabytes and 1000 megabytes in one gigabytes.
Secondly, the graphics have changed so much over the years. Graphics went from 16 bits all the way
to 4k which is a lot. Now video games look like real life. It is so crazy we have developed all of this way
as humans. Thirdly, Video Games have been such a big part of Gen Z’s childhood. Some people have
grown up playing video games every day, they are a memory in their head that’ll stay with them
forever. Lastly, gaming has changed the community as a whole by a lot of things, which is a plus but a
negative. The plus about technology and games is that it made communication better, which is
needed if school is canceled or if we have to quarantine again. But the negatives is that video games
have made so many young kids lazy which kills their motivation to do anything, like sports or talking
to friends over the weekends.



This may surprise you, but Holyoke High School has yet to have a student who has gotten a full-ride
scholarship for their athletic talents. In fact, many students that have the benefit of getting a

scholarship are getting it on half academic and half athletic. According to “Mind-Blowing
Scholarship Stats for 2022'' by WhatToBecome, “Only 0.2% of students got $25,000 or more in

scholarships per year.” That’s low for how many students we have for athletes in the U.S. According
to the same article, “Only 1.3% of athletes receive a full or partial athletic scholarship.” That’s honestly
a little surprising considering how many people I know that have gone to college from a scholarship. 

 Relating to this topic I realized that in the men's field of sports it is a wild ride of sports. Said by
“What Sport Gives The Most Scholarships?” by RecruitRef, “In Division 1 men's sports, football gives

the most scholarships, followed by ice hockey, basketball, track & field, lacrosse and baseball.”
Although, it makes sense that football is the most common, this is most likely because many boys or

girls play football. Similarly, women's area of athletic scholarships are in a variety of sports. For
women, the most scholarships are offered in rowing, then track & field, ice hockey, and basketball.”

This was stated by ``What Sport Gives The Most Scholarships?” by RecruitRef. 
 Overall, scholarships are an incredible opportunity to get. The scholarship area is a difficult goal, but
it's able to be reached. I wish you the best of luck if you go after this goal of a scholarship, and maybe

you will be the first Holyoke High school athlete to get a full-ride scholarship in athletics. 
 

The Statistics of Scholarships

 by  Kinley Sporhase

What do you do in your free time? I sometimes go outside, read a book, do homework, or hang out
with friends. Some things you can do in your free time are go outside, read a book, help your mom
with house stuff, do school stuff, and help babysit. Going outside is very important because it can
help reduce feelings of stress or anger. You should always do something when you have free time.
You can use your phone for a little but make sure you don’t waste all your time using it. It's not a
good thing as it can affect your vision, etc. If you have nothing to do at all when it’s your free time,
spend it wisely. Maybe your house is a mess, clean it or help your mom clean it. It is very important
for you to have some free time throughout your day. It doesn’t matter what time you have your free
time as long as you have it. It can even be for a little bit, the usual time for a free time should be
about three and a half hours if you want a “sweet spot.” A “sweet spot” is just what some people call
your free time but it’s a sweet spot because it lasts about three and a half hours. My free time is
usually about one hour long. I like having some free time throughout my day because it helps me
stay organized. What time is your free time? Do you think we should have some free time throughout
our day? 

Free Time

By Dayami Trejo



Maria Moreno is a 2023 senior. She has some ideas in 
mind on what to do after high school but is not sure 
what to pick yet. She did not play any sports through-
out high school. Some tips she would like to give to 
everyone is to “Do your work and turn in your work 
on time.” - Maria Her favorite memory in high school 
ia having lunch with her friends. Some teachers that 
helped her improve her high school year are Mrs. 
Beavers, Mrs. Clayton, and Mrs. Strecker. “When it 
came to my high school experience they played a 
big part, they helped me academically and 
personally.” - Maria Mrs. Strecker is one of the 
teachers that she trusted because she was always there for her seminar class. She will miss having
to wake up every morning thinking school was going to be a drag even though she was secretly
enjoying it. After high school she will stay in Holyoke for a little bit until she is fully comfortable with
what she wants to do next. Good luck Maria, lots of friends will miss you!

MARIA MORENO

SENIOR SPOTLIGHT

MAX KLEVE

SENIOR SPOTLIGHT

Max Kleve is a 2023 senior who plans to attend 
college to become a School Counselor or School 
Psychiatrist. He is planning to run track in college. 
He gave a great piece of advice to underclassmen 
which was to "be kind". Mrs. Clayton helped him 
improve his HHS experience. He will miss how e
veryone helps each other and how they treat each 
other as a family in HHS. He plans on returning to 
Holyoke sometime in the future but not immediately 
after college. Have fun and good luck Max!



 
 What is your opinion on students with tattoos? Especially in today's world, that question, and even

tattoos in general, are very controversial. There are very different opinions on this topic. Some people
really like the idea and think it is a good way to express yourself. Others think that it is a very

permanent decision that you need to be mature enough to make.
 

 First, I will explain the positive opinion on students with tattoos. Some students think that it doesn’t
define them just because they have one tattoo. I interviewed Jackie Santiesteban and she said, “We're

normal, we just have a little ink on our bodies, we aren’t different from kids that don’t have tattoos.”
Although some people think students are too young to have tattoos, some of the students say it is

their body so they will do what they want to express themselves and their feelings. 
 

 On the other hand, some people think that tattoos are a mistake at any age. I interviewed Elizabeth
Hutches, who has tattoos, and she said, “I think most people regret their first tattoo no matter what

age they are.” Some people say it is not ok for children to make that big of a permanent decision. They
could really regret it later, and it is a lot of money to get the tattoo lasered off. They may not be

emotionally mature enough to make that big of a decision.
 

 Around 21% of students in Colorado have at least one tattoo. Some people say it is a good way to
express yourself and others say it is a mistake and you may be too young. Also, some people don’t

have any and are a little neutral on the topic and believe it is your choice. Whether you agree or not
with tattoos, the amount of kids under 18 with tattoos increases every year.

Students with Tattoos

By Audrey Beiber

Jeffrey Lionel Dahmer, also known as the Milwaukee Cannibal. He was an American serial killer and
sex offender who committed the murder and dismemberment of 17 men and boys between 1978 and

1991. One of the guys that he tried to kill got out of his house and called the cops. That is how they
finally caught him and found everyone that was missing. Skulls were scattered around his file cabinets
and body parts were in the freezer, refrigerator, and closet. When they caught him he was sentenced
to sixteen terms of life imprisonment for an additional homicide committed in Ohio in 1978. Netflix
has a documentary of Jeffrey and his story. It has gotten very popular since the series came out. We

had “dress up as a celebrity day” for homecoming week, and Kia Seip dressed up as Jeffrey. He
thought it was funny that people were scared. People said he looked just like him, from the

documentary that just came out on Netflix. He chose to dress up like him because he looks just like
him with glasses on and because the series is very popular now. He would dress like him again

because “It was a good fit, and everyone recognized who he was supposed to be.” - Kia Seip

"The Milwaukee Cannibal"

By  Rubi Dominguez

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ohio


 Many years go by and then that final jr high year hits. A sudden memory hits from all those volleyball
memories, time with friends celebrating, and seeing your family come to your games. I have been
playing volleyball for 6 years, and this was my last year of jr high volleyball. I feel happy that I will be
playing High School volleyball next year, but I will miss the 7th graders I played with and getting the
chance to be in charge of the team. Most 8th graders are in charge of the jr high team just because
we are the older ones, but now that I'm going into high school volleyball I won't be able to feel that
as such. Throughout the summer I got some extra playing time in club volleyball, but I personally
think that club volleyball and school volleyball are very different. I will be happy that I'm going to
play as a high schooler. I feel super happy that I played volleyball for a long time and I hope to
continue playing all throughout high school. I will miss my other teammates but I'm happy to see the
progress. Even if it gets hard, a daily reminder is to keep going and not to give up. You have to be
willing to try new things in order to win.

Last Year of Jr High Volleyball

By Sujey Bustillos

Shoes

By Jackie Santiesteban

My dream shoes are Jordan 1s. I have always wanted jordans. My mom says they are too expensive. I
alway tell her that I can save it and buy them with my money. I have been wanting these since I was
in 6th grade. When I saw my friend Ricardo get them I wanted them even more. I told my grandpa
about them and he said we’ll see. He got my hopes up and I ended up not getting them, I was really
annoyed. We have a school dance coming up and Jordans would look really good with the outfit
I'm going to wear. I'm trying to convince my mom and I've been asking her about them every single
day. The shoes I want cost $148 and I don't think they are that expensive. Some Jordans can go as
high as $700. My mom said if they cost more than $150 she's not going to buy them. I have a
chance, but I can't get my hopes up again. If I end up getting these shoes I'm going to take great
care of them, maybe even better than I take care of myself. I told my mom that these shoes aren’t
supposed to get creases and she said that if I'm "going to be walking like a penguin" then she's not
going to buy them for me. I'm going to keep my finger crossed and hopefully I will get my dream
shoes soon.

 Sleep. Sleep is probably the most important thing you should get everyday. Sleep can decide how
our whole day will be. If you don't get enough sleep your whole day is ruined mainly because you
are tired and can't focus. The human body (adults) need at least 7 hours of sleep each night. But
teenagers need 8 to 10 hours of sleep. So that is saying when you are younger you should get more
sleep mainly because you are still little and your brain is still developing. The reason why you need
sleep is, when your body is asleep it allows your mind to rest. Some reasons sleep is good for you.
One you have better brain performance, two it can strengthen your immune system, and three, it
can help improve your mental health. So that is why sleep is really important to you. Here's a
question: how much sleep are you getting and is it enough. 

Sleep

By Reese Steggs



Grace Roberts is a 2023 senior from Holyoke High 
School. After high school Grace plans to be a Dental 
Hygienist either at Colby (Kansas) Community College, 
or Laramie (Wyoming) Community College. Grace 
played volleyball and basketball throughout high school, but 
says she is not going to continue sports after high 
school. Some tips she would give to the 
underclassmen is “Get involved as much as much as 
you can cause it goes by fast.” Her favorite memory 
from HSS was homecoming. Someone who helped 
her improve her high school experience is Mrs. Clayton. 
A teacher that she trusted a lot and who helped her 
through high school was Mrs. Mariari because she helped her not fail math. She says that she will
mostly miss sports about HHS. She says that she wants to be a Dental Hygienist and she doesn't know
where she wants to go. Wishing you the best, good luck Grace!

John Madden was born on April 10, 1936 in Austin Minnesota. He died on December 28 2021 in
Pleasanton California. He had 2 kids with Virginia Fields. Their names were Joseph and Michael. John
Madden was most known for his coaching on the Las Vegas NFL team and a television commentator

who was one of the best-known personalities in the National Football League. He was put into the
hall of fame in 2006. He was also known for his involvement with the Madden series. John Madden
was paid 150 million dollars just for the games to use his name and commentary. He actually ended
up making more money from just the video game than any of his other jobs. John Madden was an
imposing 6-4, 260-pound offensive and defensive lineman on Cal Poly's football teams in 1957 and
1958. He started on both sides of the ball on the line and was a catcher on the Mustangs baseball
team. He earned all-California Collegiate Athletic Association honors as an offensive lineman. He

graduated with a bachelor's degree in education in 1959. A 21st-round draft pick of the Philadelphia
Eagles in 1958 (the 244th selection overall), Madden was with the NFL club for one season before a

knee injury halted his professional career. He retired in april of 2009. John Madden never had a
losing season, Madden still holds the highest winning percentage among NFL head coaches who

coached 100 games. He coached for 10 seasons. Wikipedia says “In their third straight battle with the
Steelers in the AFC Championship game, Madden's Raiders finally defeated their nemesis 24–7 to
reach Super Bowl XI. On January 9, 1977, Madden won his first and only NFL title with a 32–14 win

over the Minnesota Vikings.”

The Life of John Madden

 by Carter Sisseck 
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